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Let R be a ring with identity. An R-ring S is a ring with a homomorphism 
As from R into S which preserves the identity. If S is understood then h 
will be written for As . An epic R-field is an R-field (fields will not be assumed 
commutative unless so stated) with the homomorphism A, an epimorphism in 
the categorical sense. This is equivalent to the field being generated by X(R) 
[S]. The epic R-fields form a category gK with a morphism between R-fields 
I) and K being a homomorphism from a local subring L of D onto K which 
makes the following diagram commute [2]. 
L(7D 
Such a morphism will be called a place. Isomorphic R-fields will be identified 
as will places which agree on a common local subring. It is not difficult to 
see that there is then at most one place between objects and the category can 
be considered isomorphic to a partially ordered set. An epic R-field with X a 
monomorphism is called a field of fractions of R, and the fields of fractions 
of R will form a subcategory of &. In case R is commutative FR is isomorphic 
to the set of prime ideals of R under set inclusion, and the fields of fractions 
of R consist exactly of one object if R is a domain and none otherwise. The 
noncommutative case yields a much richer structure. In fact there is an 
infinite number of noncomparable fields generated by a free algebra [6$ 
P. WI. Cohn [2, 51 has given a description of the category of epic R-fields 
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in terms of a category 8, with objects called prime matrix ideals and 
morphisms being set inclusion. The present paper gives several more de- 
scriptions of 9R where R is an algebra over an infinite field k. In fact 9s is 
isomorphic to a subcategory 9, of the category of right Ore R-domains with 
retracts, with morphisms being R-homomorphisms. During the course of 
the construction of this subcategory, it will be shown that the quotient fields 
of these Ore R-domains also form an isomorphic category with morphisms 
being certain places from local subrings formed by localization of the Ore 
domain about a proper right Ore system. 
Furthermore an R-ring R’ with retract is constructed such that the category 
of epic R-fields is isomorphic to a category with objects being certain ideals 
I of R’ with R/I a right Ore domain and with morphisms being set inclusion. 
All the categories mentioned are intimately related to the structure of the 
ring R’ and categorical properties of each may be stated in terms of the other. 
Thus we will have several characterizations of universal R-field, R-field of 
fractions, unique R-field and minimal R-field. 
It should be noted that this construction yields a plethora of right Ore 
domains with retract. For example, for a free algebra F(X> on a set X of 
noncommuting generators there is a right Ore domain S = F(X) 01 with 
I an ideal and F(X) a subring. Thus Ore domains can have free homo- 
morphic images. 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE RIGHT ORE R-DOMAIN 
Information on the free product of rings and the universal field of fractions 
of a free ideal ring will be used extensively. Let R be a field. In [4] the free 
product of k-rings Si (i E 1) is an S,-ring S, for each i, satisfying (i) Si n Sj = 
k for i f j, (ii) if Xi is a set of generators of St then uXi is a set of generators 
of S, (iii) if Ci is a set of defining relations of Si then lJCi is a set of defining 
relations of R. By [4] the free product of K-rings, where k is a field, always 
exists and in the case of two rings S, and S, is denoted by S, *k Sa . Where k 
is understood the subscript will be omitted. 
A free right (left) ideal ring S is a ring in which all right (left) ideals are 
free as S-modules and have invariant basis number [l]. A ring which is a 
free right and left ideal ring is a free ideal ring-fir for short. The free product 
of firs over a common subfield is again a fir [l]. One additional fact that will 
be used is that a fir can be embedded in a field [2]. In fact it has a universal 
field of fractions [2]. 
An R-ring S with retract is an R-ring with X: R + S and a homomorphism 
0: S + h(R) such that 19 is the identity on h(R). This is equivalent to 
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S = X(R) 9 I where I is an ideal. h need not be injective so the retract is 
only back to A(R) and not R. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be az algebra ozjer a$eld k, and let K be an epic R-jield. 
Then theTe exists a right Ore R-domain R, with retract such that KC Q(RK), 
the quotient field of Rli . 
To prove Theorem 1 we will use the following. 
LEMMA. Let R be a k-algebra with jield qf fractions K. Then there is an 
R-ring l? with retract to R with a field of fractions fi contai&g K. Furthermore 
for each flonzeyo T and s in R, r8 n & f 0. 
Proof. Let X == (‘.L.~,~> be a set of indeterminates with r E R and s E R”! 
the set of nonzero elements of R. The free product K xp k(X> exists, where 
k<X; denotes the free algebra on X over k. Define I? as the subring of 
T = K * k(X)/(rsr,s - ss,,,) where Y and s are in R*, generated by R and R. 
(The image of y, where the homomorphism is understood from the context, 
will always be denoted by 7). Since the ideal of K * k(X) generated by X 
contains (rx,.,, -- sx,,,.) there is a homomorphism from T into K which is the 
identity on K (namely map X to 0). This induces a homomorphism from a 
onto R which is the identity on R. The ring is isomorphic to K t k(t,?) where 
E ranges over the unordered pairs of elements from R* and the pairs (0, F), 
Y E R”. This follows since the map induced by x,.,, -+ r-r t,,, +, s E RR” takes 
KY:,, j - SY~,,. to 0. Define .Y,,~ -+ t,,, , s E R*. This induces a surjection which 
has an inverse, namely the surjection induced by t,.%, --f r.~~,~ F, s E R’s and 
bs - %,s * Hence T is isomorphic to K ;k k(t,). However, both K and k(t,) 
are free ideal rings [l] and since the free product of free ideal rings over k 
is again a free ideal ring which is necessarily embeddable in a field [2], T is 
embeddable in a field. Thus l? generates a subfield I?, and rl? n sl? f 0 for 
r, s E fi+. 
The theorem now follows by defining R,, = h(R) and Rltl = I& as in the 
Iemma. Define Rx equal to the direct limit of the rings R, , i = 0, I,... . 
R, is contained in the direct limit FK of the fields of fractions Ki of R, 
defined by the lemma. K CF, . Th e ring R, is a right Ore domain and since 
FK is a field Q(RK) C FK . Since X(R) generates K, which is in F, , K 2 Q(RK). 
Since each ring Ri has a retract to h(R), R, wil1 also have a retract onto h(R). 
Hence the theorem is proven. 
To prove the lemma and hence the theorem, it is quite sufficient to define 
X = {.vP,3 with both r and s nonzero. However in Theorem 2 the additional 
indeterminates become necessary in order to construct Ore systems. 
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COROLLARY. There e&ts a right Ore domain which maps ~omomorpkically 
onto a free algebra. 
This follows immediately since a free algebra is embeddable in a field. 
2. THE ~SOMORPHISM OF THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES 
With each R-field 47, Theorem 1 attaches a right Ore R-domain RK. 
In order to describe the morphisms between various RK’s, a ring R’ will first 
be constructed. The construction is analogous to that of Theorem 1. Define 
S, to be R. Suppose an &,-ring Si has been defined which has a retract 
onto S,-r . Let X t= {‘v~,~) r E Si, s E Si*. Define 
By mapping X to 0, there is a retract from Sisi,, onto Si . The direct limit of 
the rings Sa will be denoted by R’. 
R’ has the property that for any right Ore R-domain V there will be a 
homomorphism from R’ into V such that the image of R’ is also right Ore. 
The reason is clear since suppose v is an R-homomorphism from Si into I7 
and Y, s E S, with V(Y) and V(S) both nonzero in V. Choose a, b in V with 
b + 0 such that v(Y)~ := v(s)b and extend Y by mapping x,,, to a and x,,, to 6. 
The reIations in S,,, will be satisfied so the homomorphism of R into Y can 
be extended to R’ into V. This map will not be unique and R’ itself will not 
necessarily be a domain. However for each right Ore R-domain RK a homo- 
morphism A,’ from li’ onto R, will be constructed as foliows. Let R, be the 
rings defined in Theorem 1. The homomo~hism XKf restricted to R will be A. 
If A,’ has been defined as a map from Si onto Ri then define Ax’ on A’,+., to 
be the extension induced by q, s + x,-, B if 3 + 0 and 0 otherwise. The relations 
in Si, are satisfied since rx,.,, - SAVE., -+ FX, F - ~,lr,,, = 0 in Rf+l. The map 
will be onto. 
The category 8, will have as objects the right Ore R-domains of the form 
RK where K is an epic R-field. The morphisms of 0, will be homomorphisms 
which preserve commutativity of the diagram 
Before it is proven PR is isomorphic to FR , the category of epic R-fields, 
definitions and properties of the universal field of a free ideal ring must be 
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given. A universal R-field is an initial object ingR . A free ideal ring S has a 
universal field, which is constructed in the following way 121. Let J$? be the 
set of full matrices with entries in S. A full matrix over S is a square n x 1z 
matrix which cannot be factored into AB where _tl is n x Y: B is I’ x n and 
r < n. If for each n x n matrix M in JY, a2 indeterminates yii are adjoined 
to S along with the relations induced by M(vij) = I and ( yu)M = I then 
the new ring will be an epic S-field and in fact will be universal. Both these 
facts depend heavily on S being a free ideal ring. One further fact is needed. 
In the isomorphism between 9.R and sR , the prime matrix ideal PK coc- 
responding to the field K is exactly the set of square matrices over R which 
are mapped to singular matrices over K. The complement of P, in the set 
of all square matrices over R will be just the matrices mapped to invertible 
matrices, and in the case of the universal field of a fir this will be the set of 
full matrices over R. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be an algebra over an injirde jield k. Then tlR is 
isonwrphic to SR . 
Proc$ By Theorem 1, there is already a one to one correspondence 
between objects of the categories. By the remark in the introduction there is 
at most one morphism between objects of 9s , and by the definition of 
morphisms in 0, it is clear that there is at most one morphism between 
objects of FR . Suppose $ is a morphism in PR . That is 
commutes. Let J be the kernel of I/J and C = RD!,J. C forms a right Ore 
system of R, since c E C and r E R, both nonzero implies x,,, and x,,, are 
nonzero. Thus CX,,, = YX,.,, . But x,,, E C since in R, we have .v~,~ = ,Y~,,- f 0. 
Hence C is a right Ore system and # can be extended to 
Since C = R,\J, R&-l is local. Hence D n R&-l is local because D is 
closed under taking inverses. However, D n R&-I maps onto K since any 
element of K can be written as an expression involving elements of the image 
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of R in K, addition, multiplication, and inversion, and hence can be lifted to 
an element in D n R&-l. Thus there is a morphism from D onto K in9s . 
Suppose X is a place from D to K, epic R-fields, and suppose L is the 
local ring associated with the place A. In the proof of Theorem 1, a field F, 
was constructed such that Q(RK) _C FK . We now show that there is a place 
of the R/-field FD onto FK . This immediately implies a place of the R’-field 
Q(RD) onto Q(RK) and a place of the R-field D into K. The free product 
L + K(t,) where 01 ranges over the unordered pairs of h,(R)* and the pairs 
(0, s) s E X,(R)*, is naturally embedded, say by 6, in D * K(t,) monomorphi- 
tally and there is a natural homomorphism y from L * k(t,) onto K * k(t,), 
where p ranges over the unordered pairs of AK(R)* and the pairs (0, s), 
s E A,(R)*, given by t, -+ ts for a: = (rr , us} /3 I= (Fr , fs} or ,l3 q = (0, Fi) if one 
of F~ # 0 and the other equals 0. Otherwise t, + 0 if f1 = 0 = Fs . I now 
claim that there is a place from the universal field of fractions U(D t k(t,)) of 
the fir D * k(t,) onto the universal field of fractions U(K * k(t,>) of K * k(tp j 
as L * k(t,)-fields. It will be sufficient to show [2] that a matrix over L * k(t,) 
which maps to an invertible matris over U(K * k(t&) will also map to an 
invertible matrix over U(D * k(Q). H owever, a matrix M is invertible over 
lJ(D * k(Q) if and only if 8(M) is full. However, since M depends only on a 
finite number of the t, and since k is infinite, there is a homomorphism p of 
K * k(t,) into K induced by mapping tB to $ E k; [3], such that &AT)) is 
full as a matrix in K. It is not known whether this is possible if k is finite. 
Since L is an algebra over k, p can be lifted to a map pr of L * k(t,) into L 
with pl(tJ = p(y(Q) E k and p1 the identity on L. 









Thus ypl = py, and pr(M) being mapped to an invertible matrix in K must 
also be invertible in D. Hence pr(M) is full in D and it necessarily follows 
that n/r must be full in D * k(t,) since non fullness is preserved by homo- 
morphisms, in particular pr . Thus a matrix ofL * k(t,) mapped to an invert- 
ible matrix in U(K * k(Q) is already an invertible matrix of U(D * k(Q). 
Hence there is a place from U(D * k(ta)) onto U(K * k(t&) as L * k(t,j- 
fields. Continuing this procedure and taking direct limits there then is a place 
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of F, onto Fx preserving R’, and a fortiori R. Since X,‘(R’) generates Q(R,) 
ar?d h,‘(R’) generates Q(R,) there is also a place of Q(R,) onto Q(R,) as 
R’-fields. Similarly, a place of the R-field D onto K exists. Hence the theorem 
is proven. 
The proof of Theorem 2 actually shows that 9R is also isomorphic to the 
category 2!g, of R’-fields of the form Q(R,), K E %R and places as R’-fields. 
In fact if there is a place from D onto K as R-fields then the place from Q(R,) 
onto ,U(RA1-) is obtained by localization in R, about a right Ore system. 
Furthermore since there exists a homomorphism 4 from R, to R, as R’-rings 
such that +A.,’ = AK’ if and only if kernel A,’ c kernel A,’ , then there is a 
category isomorphism of 8, with the category JR, consisting of the set of 
ideals of R! of the form kernel A,’ for each K E 5R , and set inclusion. 
COROLLART. R has a$eld of fractions $f there exists I E 3R, with R n I = I! 
in R’. 
Instead of using R’ in the previous discussions it is quite sufficient to use 
U = R’/fi,J,R, I since all the homomorphisms \ i K’ can be factored through c’, 
C is a more natural candidate since it is at least possible to describe CT as a 
subdirect sum of right Ore domains. 
#,f can now be stated in terms of U and this will be denoted &. In view 
of the category isomorphisms we now have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. R has a universal R-field if and o&y if t: is a right C>PC domain. 
3. AN INTERNAL CH~~RACDZFXZKTI~~V OF 9 CATEGORY Ison4owHrc To &, 
Let .B be the set of ideals I of R’ such that R’jI is a right Ore domain. 
1, and I2 in B’ are defined to be equivalent when the subfield of C)(R’/I,) 
generated by R is isomorphic to the subfield of Q(R’/I,) generated by R. 
THEOREM 3. There exists a mique minimum ideal in each equivalence class 
of 93 and these representatives under set inclusion form a category isomorphic 
to & . 
Proof. Let K be an epic R-field. Construct a right Ore R-domain H, 
analogous to the procedure in Theorem 1. The first difference will be that the 
index set for X will be the pairs F, s where 1’ E Si , s E Si” with S, the rings 
constructed in the definition of R’. The second thing to note is that 
(ET,,, - SX~,,.) must be factored from Ki * k(Xj where F and 3 are the images 
of r and s in Xi (terminology of Theorem 1). Thus when IT and F are both C, 
more free indeterminates are added than in Theorem 1. It is not difficult to 
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see that the kernel of the homomorphism R’ -+ HK will be the minimal 
representative for the equivalence class since all other homomorphisms 
R’ -+ R/I with I in the class of K can now be factored through HK . The 
category isomorphism then follows. 
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